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Derivative-Free Black-box Global Optimization
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Objective function f : Rd 7→ R, continuous
but not concave.

Feasible set A⊆ Rd .

Our goal is to solve

max
x∈A

f (x)

Assumptions: f is time-consuming to
evaluate (hours or days), derivative
information or other structural information
is unavailable.



Bayesian Global Optimization is a class of methods for
Derivative-Free Black-Box Global Optimization

One class of methods for derivative-free black-box global optimization
is the class of Bayesian Global Optimization (BGO) methods.

In these methods, we place a Bayesian prior distribution on the
objective function f . (This is typically a Gaussian process prior).

Our goal is to design an algorithm with good average-case
performance under this prior.

(There are many other types of DFO methods. We do not discuss
these in this talk.)



BGO is useful for optimizing computational models and
physical experiments
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BGO is often used for optimizing
large-scale computational models.

Example: Design of grafts to be used in
heart surgery. [Yang et al., 2010]
Example: Calibration of a
simulation-based logistics model.
[Frazier et al., 2009b].

BGO can also be used for optimization
problems where “evaluating the objective
function” means running a physical
experiment

Example: Optimizing the concentrations
of chemicals used to manufacture a
material.
(Typically, physical experiments are noisy.
We do not consider noise in this talk.)



Almost all existing BGO methods are sequential

Early work: [Kushner, 1964, Mockus et al., 1978, Mockus, 1989]

Convergence analysis:
[Calvin, 1997, Calvin and Zilinskas, 2002, Vazquez and Bect, 2010].

Perhaps the most well-known method is Efficient Global Optimization
(EGO) [Schonlau, 1997, Jones et al., 1998], which uses the notion of
expected improvement.

Recently many metheds have been developed that allow noise:
[Calvin and Zilinskas, 2005, Villemonteix et al., 2009,
Frazier et al., 2009a, Huang et al., 2006]

These methods are all fully sequential (one function evaluation at a time).



How can we extent BGO to multiple simultaneous function
evaluations?
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What if we can perform multiple function
evaluations simultaneously?

This is the case with parallel computing,
and in many experimental settings
(particularly in biology).

An idea from [Ginsbourger et al., 2007,
Ginsbourger et al., 2010] is to

(1) calculate an expected improvement
for multiple points evaluated in parallel
(2) choose sets of points to evaluate by
optimizing this multipoints expected
improvement.



Multi-points expected improvement
[Ginsbourger et al., 2007]

We’ve evaluated ~x (1), . . . ,~x (n), and observed f (~x (1)), . . . , f (~x (n)).
Let f ∗n = maxm=1,...,n f (~xm) be the best value observed so far.
If we measure at new points ~x1, . . . ,~xq, the improvement in our
objective function is (

max
i=1,...,q

f (~xi )− f ∗n

)+

The expected improvement is

EIn(~x1, . . . ,~xq) = En

[(
max

i=1,...,q
f (~xi )− f ∗n

)+
]

where En is taken with respect to the time-n posterior distribution
(which is multivariate normal).
A natural algorithm would be to evaluate, at time n,

arg max
~x1,...,~xq

EIn(~x1, . . . ,~xq)



Multipoints Expected Improvement gives the single-stage
Bayes-optimal set of evaluations

If we have one stage of function evaulations left to take, and must
take our final solution from the set of points that have been
evaluated, then evaluating

arg max
~x1,...,~xq

EIn(~x1, . . . ,~xq)

is Bayes optimal, i.e., optimal with respect to average case
performance under posterior.

If we have more than one stage left to go, it is a reasonable heuristic.



Multipoints Expected Improvement has no general closed
form expression

EIn(~x1, . . . ,~xq) = En

[
(maxi=1,...,q f (~xi )− f ∗n )+]

When q = 1 (no parallelism), this reduces to the expected
improvement of [Jones et al., 1998], which has a closed form.

When q = 2, [Ginsbourger et al., 2007] provides an expression in
terms of bivariate normal cdfs.

When q > 2, there is no analytic expression.
[Ginsbourger et al., 2007] proposes estimation through Monte Carlo.



Multipoints Expected Improvement is hard to optimize

From [Ginsbourger, 2009], “directly optimizing the q-EI becomes
extremely expensive as q and d (the dimension of inputs) grow.”

Rather than actually solving max~x1,...,~xq EI(~x1, . . . ,~xq) when q > 2,
[Ginsbourger et al., 2007] proposes other heuristic schemes.



Our Contribution

Our contribution is an efficient method for solving

max
~x1,...,~xq

EI(~x1, . . . ,~xq)

This transforms the Bayes optimal function evaluation plan,
suggested as a purely conceptual algorithm by
[Ginsbourger et al., 2007], into something implementable.



Our Approach

1 Construct an unbiased estimater of

∇EI(~x1, . . . ,~xq)

2 Use multistart stochastic gradient ascent to find an approximate
solution to max~x1,...,~xq EI(~x1, . . . ,~xq).



Constructing the Gradient Estimator

The posterior distribution of f evaluated at ~x1, . . . ,~xq is f (~x1)
...

f (~xq)

∼ N (~µn(~x1, . . . ,~xq),Σn(~x1, . . . ,~xq)) ,

where ~µn(·) and Σn(·) can be calculated in closed form via standard
results in Gaussian process regression.



Constructing the Gradient Estimator

Recall [f (~x1), . . . , f (~xq)]T ∼ N (~µn(~x1, . . . ,~xq),Σn(~x1, . . . ,~xq)).

Let Cn(~x1, . . . ,~xq) be the Cholesky decomposition of Σn(~x1, . . . ,~xq).

Let ~Z be a q-dimensional standard normal random vector.

Then [f (~x1), . . . , f (~xq)]T is equal in distribution to

~µn(~x1, . . . ,~xq) +Cn(~x1, . . . ,~xq)~Z .



Constructing the Gradient Estimator

Using this equality in distribution, we can write,

EI(~x1, . . . ,~xq) = En

[
(max[f (~x1), . . . , f (~xq)]− f ∗n )+]

= En

[(
max~µn(~x1, . . . ,~xq) +Cn(~x1, . . . ,~xq)~Z − f ∗n

)+
]
.



Constructing the Gradient Estimator

We switch ∇ and expectation to obtain our unbiased estimator of the
gradient,

∇EI(~x1, . . . ,~xq) = ∇En

[(
max~µn(~x1, . . . ,~xq) +Cn(~x1, . . . ,~xq)~Z − f ∗n

)+
]

= En

[
g(~x1, . . . ,~xq,~Z )

]
,

where

g(~x1, . . . ,~xq,~Z ) = ∇

(
max~µn(~x1, . . . ,~xq) +Cn(~x1, . . . ,~xq)~Z − f ∗n

)+

when this gradient exists, and 0 otherwise. The gradient exists with
probability 1.
We have equality when switching ∇ and En by sufficient conditions
[L’Ecuyer, 1990] from infinitessimal perturbation analysis (so far, only
checked for a GP prior with mean 0 and a squared exponential kernel).
g(~x1, . . . ,~xq,Z ) can be computed using results from [Smith, 1995] on
differentiation of the Cholesky decomposition.



Example of Estimated Gradient



Our Approach

1 Construct an unbiased estimater of

∇EI(~x1, . . . ,~xq)

2 Use multistart stochastic gradient ascent to find an approximate
solution to max~x1,...,~xq EI(~x1, . . . ,~xq).

Multistart stochastic gradient ascent is a standard simulation
optimization technique for finding good extrema, using unbiased
estimates of the gradient
[Robbins and Monro, 1951, Blum, 1954, Kushner and Yin, 1997].



This approach can handle asynchronous function
evaluations

As previously described, if there are no function evaluations currently
in progress, we solve

max
~x1,...,~xq

EI(~x1, . . . ,~xq)

to get the set to run next.

If there are function evaluations already in progress, say ~x1, . . . ,~xk , we
take these as given and optimize the rest ~xk+1, . . . ,~xq.

max
~xk+1,...,~xq

EI(~x1, . . . ,~xq)
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Initial Results
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Conclusion

We considered a previously proposed conceptual method for parallel
Bayesian global optimization (BGO).

This conceptual algorithm was difficult to implement in systems with
a large degree of parallelism.

We used methods from simulation optimization to provide a better
implementation.

Future work: comparisons to other parallel methods; improved
gradient estimators; improved selection of seed locations; tests in
systems with more parallelism; extensions to evaluations with noise.
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The Gradient Estimator

We can rewrite our gradient estimator g(~x1, . . . ,~xq,~Z ) more clearly.

Let e∗ be the unit vector corresponding to the maximal strictly
positive component of

~µn(~x1, . . . ,~xq) +Cn(~x1, . . . ,~xq)~Z − f ∗n ,

or 0 if all components are non-negative.

Then,

g(~x1, . . . ,~xq,~Z ) = ∇

[
e∗~µn(~x1, . . . ,~xq) + e∗Cn(~x1, . . . ,~xq)~Z

]
g(~x1, . . . ,~xq,Z ) can be computed using results from [Smith, 1995] on
differentiation of the Cholesky decomposition.



Multistart Stochastic Gradient Ascent

1 Select several starting points, uniformly at random.
2 From each starting point, iterate using the stochastic gradient

method until convergence.

(~x1, . . . ,~xq)← (~x1, . . . ,~xq) + αng(~x1, . . . ,~xq,ω),

where (αn) is a stepsize sequence.
3 For each starting point, average the iterates to get an estimated

stationary point. (Polyak-Ruppert averaging)
4 Select the estimated stationary point with the best estimated value as

the solution.
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